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Rationale 

A common feature of second language Spanish, particularly in the case of native English-speaking learners, 
is to shorten or reduce segments within words (Schwegler & Kempff, 2007). This is particularly noticeable 
with multi-syllabic words (e.g., ingeniería, floristería, cafetería), and mispronunciations during second 
language interaction influence speech intelligibility. To address this pronunciation challenge and provide 
learners with opportunities for practice of words that demonstrate this reduction, we designed a two-way 
information gap task to draw learners' attention to these words in second language Spanish interaction. 
We specifically used principles of task-based language teaching and learning (e.g., Ellis, 2009; M. H. Long, 
2015; Robinson, 2011; Skehan, 2014) to make pronunciation of these words task essential or necessary 
for completion of the task (cf. Solon, Long, & Gurzynski-Weiss, 2017). 

Task 

Nonlinguistic outcome: To determine who stole the diamond 

Linguistic outcome: To draw learners’ attention to pronunciation of words that demonstrate shortening 
or reduction  

Time: 5-7 minutes per role, total time approximately 20 minutes (including set up and de-briefing) 

For the task, learners are paired and told that they are detectives investigating the robbery of a precious 
diamond. They are provided with the mug shots of five suspects and asked to work together to determine 
which of the suspects committed the crime. With regard to the information gap, one learner of the pair is 
instructed that he/she is working in the field while their partner is working in the crime lab, and vice versa. 
The “field” detective is presented with images of different potential crime scenes, whereas the “lab” 
detective is presented with images of different pieces of evidence available from the crime lab.  

After learners complete their investigation (i.e., negotiation), they will report who they believe the most 
likely suspect to be. However, upon making a decision, they are told that more evidence has become 
available in the crime lab. At this point, the learners will switch roles (i.e., being in the field vs. being in 
the crime lab) and examine the new evidence and new potential crime scenes to determine who the most 
likely suspect is. 

After completing the task, de-brief by asking students if they found certain words difficult to pronounce 
or understand. A brief discussion about word shortening/reduction can be facilitated to foster explicit 
awareness. 
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Motivation

● A common feature of second language Spanish is to shorten or reduce 

segments within words (Schwegler & Kempff, 2007), particularly multi-syllabic 

words (e.g., ingeniería, floristería, cafetería)

● These mispronunciations appear to influence speech intelligibility

● To address this pronunciation challenge (at all levels) we employed principles 

of task-based language teaching and learning (e.g., Ellis, 2009; M. H. 

Long, 2015; Robinson, 2011; Skehan, 2014) to make pronunciation of these 

words task essential or necessary for completion of the task (cf. Solon, Long, 

& Gurzynski-Weiss, 2017)



What is a task?

● The primary focus should be on ‘meaning’ (by which is meant that learners 

should be mainly concerned with processing the semantic and pragmatic meaning 

of utterances). 

● There should be some kind of ‘gap’ (i.e. a need to convey information, to express 

an opinion or to infer meaning). 

● Learners should largely have to rely on their own resources (linguistic and non-

linguistic) in order to complete the activity. 

● There is a clearly defined outcome other than the use of language (i.e. the 

language serves as the means for achieving the outcome, not as an end in its 

own right). 

Ellis (2009, p. 223)



Eres un detective privado y con tu compañero estás 
investigando el robo de un diamante muy preciado. Hay 

seis sospechosos: 



Partner A

Estás trabajando en el 

laboratorio y tu compañero 

está investigando las posibles 

escenas del robo. Trabajen 

juntos para resolver dónde y 

quién cometió el crimen.

Partner B

Estás investigando las 

posibles escenas del robo y 

tu compañero está 

trabajando en el laboratorio. 

Trabajen juntos para resolver 

dónde y quién cometió el 

crimen.



Partner A



Partner B

Silencio



Partner A



Partner B



Partner A



Partner B



Hasta el momento ¿quién piensan que es el culpable del 
robo? ¿Por qué? ¿Qué pistas se lo hacen pensar?



Partner A

Has recibido una llamada de 

tu compañero y tienes que 

sustituirlo. Ahora estás en el 

laboratorio.

Partner B

Has recibido una llamada de 

tu compañero y tienes que 

sustituirlo. Ahora estás en las 

posibles escenas del robo.



Partner A



Partner B



Partner A



Partner B

Eres mi 

diamante más 

preciado...



Partner A



Partner B



Ahora decidan juntos quién piensan que es el culpable 
del robo, por qué y qué pistas se lo hacen pensar.



Logistics

● Time: 8-10 minutes per role, total time approximately 30 minutes (including 

set up and de-briefing)

● De-briefing: Ask students if they found certain words difficult to pronounce or 

understand. A brief discussion about word shortening/reduction can be 

facilitated to foster explicit awareness.



Questions? Comments? Feedback?

● Email Avizia Long: avizia.long@ttu.edu
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